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Electron gives its 
energy to the photon.

Block of matter

E = mc2

g
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Pair production
Eg = mec2 + KE of me
When the gamma ray has the 
energy of 2 electrons, it can make 
a “pair”.  It has to take place in 
the electric field near a nucleus.

e-

Block of matter

E = mc2;

An electromagnetic cascade.
Energy measured in the block is
easily related to the energy of
the incident gamma ray.



We built a sampling “calorimeter” like 
those being used at high energy 

particle accelerators
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Incoming 
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We built a sampling 
“calorimeter” to 
measure the energy of 
cosmic rays above a 
few GeV
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Incoming cosmic rays
from the sky are isotropic; 
they come in equal numbers 
from all directions.

absorber
A

ctive sam
pling 

m
edium

D
ata collection 

and signal handling

Measure signal in 
the sampling layers



Detectors on top
• Measure direction of incoming particle to correct 

signals in calorimeter sampling layers for angle of 
incidence

• Measure charge of the incoming particles

• Used scintillators

• Used Cherenkov detectors
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Recall slides on ionization loss
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Slow particle; no bow shock forms

Example: 
Boat moving slowly, no bow wave behind
Boat moves faster than the speed of the waves in water, shock forms



Cherenkov 
effect
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v > c/n where n is the index of 
refraction of the medium

n = 1.5 in glass or plastic
n = 1.0003 in air

Bow shock forms in a medium; 
physics is like the 
shock behind 
the boat.

Light emitted 
proportional to Z2.  
Helpful for 
identifying cosmic 
ray species.



By 1972, our 
payloads had 

grown 
somewhat.

And they would 
keep on growing!
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The lower portion of this 
payload is the iron 
calorimeter.  You can see 
the black cans that held the 
photomultipliers.  They 
viewed the light signals 
from the scintillators that 
counted the particles.  From 
the signals we could 
determine the energy of 
each particle hitting the 
apparatus. This experiment 
stood for many years as the 
definitive measurement of 
the spectra of individual 
high energy cosmic rays.
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At GSFC we were a lot more 
ambitious than I was as a graduate 
student.
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1052 transportation Company (Lt-Med Truck)
South Carolina National Guard

Orangeburg, South Carolina

Mr. Laws:

Enclosed you will find the parts of the 
newspaper that pertain to the “weather ballon”.  The 
newspaper was glad to send the copies.  Called and they 
sent then right on down.

Paul Harvey could really make a story of this one.  I 
was told that the staffers (Men who saw the ballon) got 
off work around 2:30 AM and had gone to a farmers 
cucumber patch to get a few cucumbers.  Down here 
the farmers does not mind his friends getting a few 
cucumbers, watermelons, etc. out of his field. In the 
military I guess you’d call it a midnight requisition.  
Anyway they had just gotten to the field when this 
monster came down.  Can you imagine what a scare 
that was?  The only logical answer to why a man would 
be getting cucumbers at 3:00 AM would be his wife 
was pregnant.  However that is not known to be the 
case.  It is really funny though.

This is just a note to give you a chuckle.  Anytime we 
can help, call.

SFC Julius Easterling
South Carolina National Guard

The �staffers� said nothing to anyone 
until the payload was found a day or 
two later.  Then this story came out but 
not in the newspaper!
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Nov. 16
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High 
Energy 
Gas
Cherenkov
Spectrometer
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We tried to invent a new word, but it didn’t stick –
Entopistic, Greek for position determining, so an

Entopistic scintillator
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“Are you going to fly that mother on a balloon?”
GSFC Director, Noel Hinners

Higher the energy the fewer the number of particles per square 
meter per unit time.  We kept trying to make larger area detectors 
and have them fly for longer times.
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High Energy Gas Cherenkov Spectrometer    (HEGCS)
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This payload dropped 
into someone’s back 
yard shortly after dark.
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By this time, our gondolas had grown too expensive, 
big and heavy and it was no longer practical to fly 
them on balloons as we were building them.
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The payload is ready

GUMPHS
Launch

1978

Palestine, TX
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Stonehenge Launch
at moment of release



What are Cosmic Rays?

Nuclei from across the Galaxy and 
perhaps beyond

• 85% protons

• 14% He nuclei

• 1% heavy nuclei

• 1% electrons

Streaming at Relativistic Speeds

�A Thin Cosmic Rain�
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All these experiments have taught us that the spectra of the different 
nuclei are essentially the same, implying they must all come from a 

common source.

We knew from the depth of the fog between us and their sources 
how long on average they lived in the galaxy (7 x 106 years).  

From this we could estimate the amount of energy required to keep 
the galaxy filled with cosmic rays.  Because the requirement was so 

large, people thought cosmic rays must somehow come from the 
explosions of stars as supernova.  This was the only source of 

energy in the galaxy thought to be large enough.
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Googolplex 10googol=(1010)100

Googol 10100 100
Nonillion 1000000000000000000000000000000 1030 30
Octillion 1000000000000000000000000000 1027 27
Septillion 1000000000000000000000000 1024 24 Yotta (Y)
Sextillion 1000000000000000000000 1021 21 Zetta (Z)
Quintillion 1000000000000000000 1018 18 Exa (E)
Quadrillion 1000000000000000 1015 15 Peta (P)
Trillion 1000000000000 1012 12 Tera (T)
Billion 1000000000 109 9 Giga (G)
Million 1000000 106 6 Mega (M)
Thousand 1000 103 3 kilo (k)
Hundred 100 102 2 hecto (h)
Ten 10 101 1 Deca (da)
One 1 100 0
One tenth 0.1 10-1 -1 deci (d)
One hundredth 0.01 10-2 -2 centi (c)
One thousandth 0.001 10-3 -3 milli (m)
One millionth 0.000001 10-6 -6 micro (m)
One billionth 0.000000001 10-9 -9 nano (n)
One trillionth 0.00000000001 10-12 -12 pico (p)
One quadrillionth 0.00000000000001 10-15 -15 femto (f)
One quintillionth 0.00000000000000001 10-18 -18 atto (a)
One sextillionth 0.00000000000000000001 10-21 -21 zepto (z)
One septillionth 0.00000000000000000000001 10-24 -24 yocto (y)
One octillionth 0.00000000000000000000000001 10-27 -27 xonta (x)
One nonillionth 0.00000000000000000000000000001 10-30 -30 weco (w)

Name Common notation Math notation    Exponent Prefix

Remember this?
Big numbers.
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There appear to have been a supernova explosion of a 
star about once every 30-100 years in our galaxy (more 
on this later in the course).

A few percent of the more than 1044 Joules released in a 
typical supernova explosion must be converted to cosmic 
rays.

Conservatively, 3 x 1042 Joules/SN

300 x 1040 J/SN x 1/50 SN/yr = 6 x 1040 Joules/yr
2 x 1033 Joules/s = 2 x 1033 Watts = 
2 x 1031 light bulbs shining 24/7

Sun puts out about 4 x 1026 Watts so it is 5 million suns
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Solar system nuclear abundances: blue
Cosmic ray nuclear abundances: red
Cosmic ray electrons have also been 

discovered

�



Let’s look in detail
• What happens to nuclei flying around the galaxy?

• How important are the electrons
– 1-2% of the total incoming flux
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Carbon nucleus Uranium nucleus

1.4 x 10-10 m

5.4 x 10-15 m 1.4 x 10-15 m

1.1 x 10-10 m 1.0 x 10-10 m
Z=1 Z=2

Z=6 Z=92

Remember this slide?
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Let’s represent the velocity of light by the symbol “c”.
An oxygen nucleus travelling at almost the speed of light comes 
near a hydrogen atom in the gas in the interstellar medium.

Lots of things can happen in the collision, depending on how close 
to “head on” the collision is.  The various probabilities are measured 
independently at ground based accelerators and calculated 
theoretically.  The collision often “knocks off” a helium nucleus 
leaving a lighter nucleus behind.  In this case, it’s a carbon nucleus.

Z=8, A = 16

v ~ c

Z=6, A = 12

Z=2, A = 4

v ~ c

v ~ c

v ~ c

protons blue, neutrons red
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Let’s represent the velocity of light by the symbol “c”.
An oxygen nucleus travelling at almost the speed of light comes 
near a hydrogen atom in the gas in the interstellar medium.

Z=8, A = 16

v ~ c

Z=7, A = 15

Z=1, A = 1
or a neutron
Z=0, A = 1

v ~ c

protons blue, neutrons red

v ~ c

v ~ c

Z=8, A = 15
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Solar system nuclear abundances: blue
Cosmic ray nuclear abundances: red

�

Carbon and oxygen interact and “fill the Li, Be, B valley”.
Iron interacts and fills the “sub-iron” valley.
Even Z nuclei fill in the odd Z valleys.



Enter some new evidence from radio astronomy
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The image is of a galaxy similar to 
the Milky Way as seen edge on.  It 
is like viewing the Milky Way from 
much further away.

Superimposed are radio emission 
contours.  Think of these contours 
like the height lines on a contour 
map.

What is going on?



Protons and electrons: atoms and ions
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The electron experiences the 
electric force of the ion.  Like 
charges repel, unlike charges 
attract, so the electron is bent 
towards the ion.  The electron is 
accelerated (forced into a 
curved path) causing it to 
radiate the invisible green 
photon.

ion, 
e.g. a proton

For ions, the electrons have more 
energy and are not under the 
control of the nucleus.  We call 
these ions and electrons (free).



Any accelerated ion will lose energy
• Any particle that is forced to change its path from a 

straight line is subject to a force that causes it to lose 
energy.
– Previous slide & next slide give examples

• In this next case, the energy lost appears in the form 
of radio waves.

• Radio emission from cosmic ray electrons spiraling in 
magnetic fields, which are ubiquitous in space.
– By measuring the radiation we can find out the magnitude of 

the magnetic field
– The interplanetary magnetic field is weak by terrestrial 

standards (10-9 Tesla) but it is important on the large 
distances in space.
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Enter some new evidence from radio astronomy
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This is a contour of the electrons 
spiraling in the galactic magnetic 
fields giving off radio waves.

More emission is coming from the 
plane of the galaxy, but there is a 
large flat peak at the top. 

The red dot indicates where the 
solar system would be if this were 
the Milky Way. 

.



Cosmic ray nuclei live in galaxies
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Theory of cosmic rays
• We are apparently seeing cosmic rays through the 

fog of their interactions as they traverse thegas and 
dust in the interstellar medium.

• As the primary cosmic rays, with an abundance 
distribution like that of solar system material, interact 
with interstellar gas and dust, they fill the abundance 
valleys of the cosmic ray distribution.

• Once we correct for this fog, we get an abundance 
distribution very much like that of solar system 
material as determined  from measurements of solar 
spectra and meteorites.

• Conclusion: cosmic rays come from the same place 
all our nuclei come from.
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ALICEWhen we correct for the 
changes in composition for 
the journey from the sources 
(what are they) to Earth, it is 
very similar to solar system 
abundances.

Let’s see if the isotopic 
compositions follow suit.

We named her ALICE, A 
Large Isotopic Composition 
Experiment.
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Isotope Experiment: we found non-solar 
abundance of 22Ne/20Ne and other isotopes in 
an unsophisticated balloon borne experiment.


